Jeffrey Krivis has now expanded his practice to the Carmel/Monterey area for clients who wish to mediate and spend their weekend in a scenic and relaxing environment.

Dispute resolution doesn’t have to be stressful and gut-wrenching. In fact, working through your conflicts in a tranquil setting can be a remarkably pleasant experience. Join mediator Jeffrey Krivis for a weekend in Carmel/Monterey and soak up the ambiance of this lovely historic village while you bring closure to your most complex legal challenges.

Call 818-784-4544 for schedule information.
To learn more about Jeffrey, visit www.firstmediation.com.

Jeffrey Krivis began his mediation practice in 1989, when lawyer-mediators in California were rare. He began teaching at Pepperdine Law School/Straus Institute for Dispute Resolution in 1994. Today, having resolved thousands of disputes—including mass tort, employment, entertainment, business, complex insurance, catastrophic injury and class action matters—he is recognized not only as a pioneer in the field, but also as one of the most respected neutrals in the state. His book Improvisational Negotiation was published in 2006 by Wiley/Jossey-Bass and is available on amazon.com.